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Tough times call for drastic measures —
or at least a fresh perspective.
Which may be exactly why the
phenomenon of work/life coaching
continues to grow as the world economy
shrinks.
Different from a counsellor, a coach works
with individuals to develop their strengths
and realize their potential in the
workplace.
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Eileen Chadnick of Big Cheese Coaching works from her home office
in Toronto where she sees clients in person or coaches them over
the phone.

Unlike a psychotherapist who works with a
client to examine and diagnose past behaviours, a career or work/life coach
focuses on effecting change in a client’s current and future behaviour in their
professional life.
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Toronto-based work/life coach Eileen Chadnick says during economic
uncertainty, a coach can help employees develop optimism and resilience.
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“Giving people a say
in how they bring
themselves to their work life is very empowering,” said
Chadnick of Big Cheese Coaching.
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Learning how to say no, how to delegate or how to
manage a workload are some of the things Chadnick
works on in coaching sessions — either in person at her
home office or over the phone.
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The concept of work/life coaching as a recognized
discipline can be traced back to the 1970s.
Chadnick works with individuals and corporations on
action plans.
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The former fitness instructor and marketing professional
who now splits her time between communications
consulting and work/life coaching says many of her clients are emerging leaders recognized by their employers as
“high potentials.”
Corporations and organizations hire Chadnick to work with individuals or teams within the company.
Essentially, she said, coaching is about keeping the keepers — those who keep the organization afloat — and
growing the keepers.
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Canadian wins
Metro Global Photo
“It’s a really smart employer that recognizes that to engage people … you have to invest in your people and not just
Challenge
push and prescribe,” she said.
Joel Charlebois wins
You have to grow and develop them, investing in them as people and individuals who bring a show of talents to the global award for
"Midnight Tram to
organization, she added.
Humber."
“Employees become more invested in it and feel more appreciated,” she said.
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The award-winning work/life coach also meets with individuals seeking support independent from their employers.
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Some of her clients just need assistance clarifying what a meaningful career path looks like for them, or what their
Opportunities and
Contact
next step might be, she said.
worries in the
Us
banking sector
“How do you manage the parts that might be getting in the way, or how do you develop the parts that need a little Letters
Investment
to
development,” she said.
Perspective by Allan
the
Small
Editor
Employees can positively impact their “outer game” by changing their “inner game,” she said.
For more information about finding an accredited coach in your area, the ICF hosts a free searchable directory of
coaches with an ICF Credential called the Coach Referral Service (CRS) on its website, coachfederation.org.
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more workology stories
IT companies worry over Gen Y’s tech use
Companies
love
the creativity and
enthusiasm young
workers bring to
the table but are
terrified of their
security habits, a
new study by Intel Corporation shows.
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Calgary
scandalous thing is
Edmonton

editor's picks
Erykah Badu blogs about giving birth to baby
girl
Erykah Badu gave
birth to a baby girl
this weekend and
twittered about the
experience.

Curtain Call’s last meal

'Girls Gone Wild' founder arrested in LA court

In Don McKellar’s 1998 end-of-the-world film Last
Night, protagonist Patrick Wheeler sits down to one final
“Christmas” dinner with his family. It’s not Christmas,
it’s an unexplained Armageddon, but mom’s warmly
remembered turkey and stuffing seems a nonetheless
fitting culinary sendoff.

LOS ANGELES - "Girls Gone Wild" founder Joe Francis
has been arrested in Los Angeles after he showed up
five hours late for a court hearing in his tax-evasion
case.

Tech-savvy educators open virtual worlds
As pens and legal pads have given way to laptops in the
lecture hall,professors who are usually incensed by key
tapping and the annoyances of technology have
gradually adjusted — or at least accepted that such
gizmos are here to stay.

Green burials the wave of the future?

Snowstorm shuts down British capital, leaves
Londoners crawling
LONDON - It was hardly a
blizzard, but it still shut down
the city that beat the Blitz.
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B.C. engineering prank ends with arrests,
sunken Volkswagen
VANCOUVER, B.C. - If it were a class project, they'd get
a failing grade.

Ex-boyfriend of Penny Boudreau says he feels
guilty about murder
Imagine a traditional North American burial and you’re
likely to think of everything from a thick, lacquered
casket to a heavy tombstone. In reality, however, this
form of interment is a relatively new concept
considering our ancestors once buried the dead in an
incredibly natural fashion.

HALIFAX, N.S. - The former boyfriend of a Nova Scotia
woman who pleaded guilty to killing her 12-year-old
daughter has spoken about the case for the first time,
telling CTV News that he will never understand why she
did it.

Supreme Court decisions tilt heavily in favour
of employers
Most people believe that court decisions are too proemployee. This is untrue. Despite employee-friendly
workplace laws, Canadian employers sometimes get to
call all the legal shots.
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